Sustainable software through the research lifecycle. Who, what, when?
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The effective use of continuously growing and increasing complex data assets brings an associated need for reliable and trustworthy software to deal with the volume and complexity. Data assets need robustness, reliability, and accessibility. Similarly, software and process assets need provenance, reliability, support, accessibility and transparency. But who are the key players in ensuring that research software is developed as a first class research output and managed as such through the research lifecycle?

![Fig.1: Lifecycle model for scientific software](image)


This BoF will bring together stakeholders from across the research ecosystem to explore the research software lifecycle and identify potential roles and responsibilities for those developing, maintaining and curating research software in a sustainable manner. The BoF will include a series of lightning talks and discussion sessions to unpack the concept of sustainable research software and explore the role of researchers, research software engineers, business analysts, project managers, librarians, repository and infrastructure managers in managing research software through the lifecycle.

Intended outcomes of the BoF include:

- seeding a Community of Practice around sustainable research software
- a model that maps skillsets and roles to the research and software lifecycle
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